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論 文 内 容 の 要 旨

(論 文 題 目)

ESRStudyofQuasi-One-DimensionalIsing-Like

AntiferromagnetCsCoCl3

(擬1次 元Ising-1ike型 反 強 磁 性 体CsCoCl3の 電 子 ス ピ ン 共 鳴 の 研

究)

(論 文 内 容 の 要 旨)

擬1次 元磁 性 体 に お いて 、低 温 で短 距 離秩 序 が発 達 した状態 は、 磁 気 鎖

中 の ス ピ ン配 列 の 局 所 的乱 れ を磁 壁 と見 な した時 、 その非 線 形 波 動 が、 連

続 体 近 似 の下 で 、sine-Gordon方 程 式 で記 述 され 、 磁気 ソ リ トン と して

注 目 され て い る。 しか し実験 的 に磁 気 ソ リ トンの 研究 され た例 は 少 く、 実

験 的研 究 の発 展 が 望 まれ て い る。磁 壁 が極 端 に薄 くな った場 合 に 相 当 す る、

S=1/2を 持 つIsingに 近 い 系 の ス ピ ンダ イ ナ ミック スは、 熱 的 に励 起

され た 磁壁 が 鎖 中 を伝 播 す るモ デ ルで 記述 出 来 、一 種 の ソ リ トンと見 な し

得 る。 申請 者 は電 子 ス ピ ン共 鳴(ESR)の 手段 に より、1次 元Ising-

like型 反 強 磁 性 体 の 典 型 で あ るCsCoC13に つ いて 、 電 子 ス ピ ン共 鳴(

ESR)の 手 段 を用 い て実験 を行 い、 得 られ た結 果 を伝 播 磁壁 に よ るESR信

号 で あ る と して解 析 し、理 論 的 に予 測 され る もの と良 い 一致 を 得 て い る。

実 験 は単 結 晶試 料 でXバ ン ドのESR装 置 を用 い て液 体He温 度以 上 で行
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            Antiferromagnet CsCoC13

                  Kimio ADACHI 
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        Electron spin resonance was measured at 9.40 GHz as a function 

of temperature in a quasi-one-dimensional Ising-like antiferromagnet 

CsCoC13. Observed resonance in the partially disordered phase, 

TN2 < T < TN1 and its neighborhood is interpreted in terms of ESR due 

to spins at propagating domain walls in one-dimensional Ising-like 

antiferromagnet. The theory developed by Shiba and the present author 

gives a more consistent interpretation of the temperature dependence 

of the absorption intensity and the angular dependences of the resonance 

field and the linewidth than the existing theories. Discussion is 

given in connection with spin-cluster resonance.
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§1. Introduction 

          In recent years, there has been a growing interest in the 

elementary magnetic excitations and their dynamics in one-dimensional 

Ising-like systems1-2)Especially , much attention is devoted to 

one-dimensional Ising-like antiferromagnet ( hereafter , abbreviated 

as 1D I-L .[AF] ) in connection with propagating domain walls ( solitons ) 

   predicted by Villain.l) Experimentally, the central peak of inelastic 

neutron diffraction characteristic of the propagating domain walls was 

found in CsCoC13 by Yoshizawa et a1.3) 

         ESR is also expected to be a useful technique for the study 

of the propagating domain walls A theoretical study on the ESR due 

to spins at propagating domain walls in 1D I-L [AF] was developed by 

Shiba and the present author4)Comparison with the theory and 

experiments is of interest. 

         ESR in 1D I-L system is, however, closely related to spin-cluster 

resonance ( SCR )5) associated with a pair of domain walls. SCR has 

been observed in 1D I-L JAF] compounds6,7) as well as in lD I-L [F] 

compounds.5,8-10) In CsCoCl3, ESR due to theApropagating domain walls 

and/or-the spin-cluster excitations are expected to be observed. 

         The magnetic properties of CsCoC13 are well known from the 

measurements of magnetic susceptibility,11) specific heat,12,13) 

neutron diffraction14,15) and 133Cs- and 59Co-NMR.16,17) Magnetic 

excitations and their dynamics have been also studied by experiments 

of inelastic neutron scattering,3,18-21)                                                 far infrared excitation22-24) 

and 133Cs-NMR.16) Ishimura and Shiba25) calculated transverse and 

longitudinal magnetic responses in CsCoCl3 and gave a new interpretation 

of the spin wave spectrum different from des Cloizeaux and Gaudin's
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theory26)The experiment by Satija et al .27) confirmed their 

prediction. 

 CsCoCl3 has a flattened simple hexagonal lattice of magnetic 

ions with fictitious spin S=1/2 at low temperatures . One-dimensional 

magnetic chains extend along the c-axis Owing to the triangular 

lattice in the c-plane, a characteristic magnetic phase transition occurs 

TN2 ~ 9 K. One third of magnetic chains loses its long range coherence 

in the c-plane above the temperature . This partially disordered phase 

is stable up to the Neel temperature T
N1 = 21 K. Mekata28) interpreted 

the phase transition on the basis of molecular field theory of 

two-dimensional triangular lattice. ,By taking into account of the 

interchain interaction as a staggered molecular field, Shiba29) 

extended the model to the three-dimensional lattice. Based on the 
2 2-2 4 

theory, he gave a satisfactory interpretation of magnon Raman spectra 

in CsCoCl3 in terms of discrete odd-number-magnon excitations. 

         The present paper reports the results of ESR in a typical S=1/2 

1D I-L [AF], CsCoC13. We show that the observed spectra are success-

fully explained in terms of the resonance due to spins at propagating 

domain walls Discussion in connection with SCR is also given. 

§2. Experimental 

         Single crystals of CsCoCl3 were grown from an equimolar mixture 

of CsC1 and CoC12 in a quartz ampoule by the Bridgman method. 

Cleaving the crystals, samples with a suitable size for ESR measurement 

were prepared. Size effect of sample was not appreciable. 

         ESR spectra were collected in the temperature range 4.2 ti 77.3 K 

by a reflection type spectrometer with a TE011 rectangular cavity

at
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operated at 9.40 GHz with an 80 Hz magnetic field modulation . As a 

g-marker DPPH powder was used. The sample temperature was controlled 

by regulating a heater and was measured with a calibrated germanium 

thermometer. Temperature was stabilized within 0 .05 K. 

§3. Results 

          When the temperature is raised from 4.2 K, a faint signal is 

found above 6 K at an external field of 1.26 kOe applied along the c-axis 

( the chain direction ) The signal gets more intensity as temperature 

is increased and the peak-to-peak height attains its maximum at about 

12 K. In the neighborhood of the temperature, the linewidth begins to 

increase considerably Above 17 K, the signal becomes undetectable 

again due to the line broadening. Throughout the temperature range, 

the resonance field remains constant within the experimental errors. 

The observed spectra are shown in Fig. 1. 

          Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the peak-to-peak 

height I
ppand peak-to-peak linewidth AHpp_ The absorption intensity 

was evaluated by the relation IaIppXAHpp2which is reasonable for 

Gaussian as well as Lorentzian lineshapes. The absorption intensity in 

logarithmic scale is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of temperature. The 

observed intensity increases with increasing temperature and an anomaly 

in its temperature dependence is found in the vicinity of TN2. 

          Figure 4 shows the angular dependences of the resonance field 

and the linewidth in the a-c plane at 11.9 K. As the direction of the 

applied field is rotated from the c-axis ( parallel to the chain ) to 

the a-axis ( perpendicular to the chain ), the resonance field shifts 

to the higher field side and the linewidth is broadened.
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          At liquid helium temperatures, an extremely weak and slightly 

sample dependent signal was observed . It may be attributed to para- 

magnetic impurity judging from its temperature dependence30);it 

decreases with increasing temperature . We are not concerned with-this 

signal in this paper because it is out of our present interest .

§4. Interpretation in terms of ESR due to propagating domain walls 

           The observed ESR has entirely different temperature dependences 

of the resonance field as well as the absorption intensity from those 

of antiferromagnetic resonance due to collective spin motions. 

Paramagnetic impurity ions yield also a quite different temperature 

dependence of absorption intensity from the observed one.30) In the 

following, we apply the theory of ESR due to propagating domain walls 

to interprete the present experimental results. As will be seen, the 

theory affords a more consistent interpretation of the results than 

SCR model. 

§4.1 Theory 

          In this section, the theory of ESR due to propagating domain 

walls is summarized briefly- The detailed description is appeared in 

a• separate paper4) 

          The model Hamiltonian for S=l/2 lD I-L [AF] in a magnetic 

field is given 

        = 2J Ei I Si++ E( SiSi+1+ SiSi+l)] 

                   -p              HE.1C g1 cos 0 Si+g1 Sine Si )(1) 

-~`0+dLz 

where J > 0, s « 1 and 6 is the angle between z-axis and the external



magnetic field. We define 
 J 

located between j and j+l site 

combination of the functions T 

Then, we obtain the eigenvalues 

A+ = J( I + 2scos(2ka) ) 

which gives the dispersion rela 

and the corresponding eigenfunc 

oscillating field H'eiwt along 

induces an energy absorbing tra 

state T+(k) By evaluating it 

absorption intensity I(w) is ob 

   I (w)Im XYY (w) = 1  
        (giuB)2N2Z
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as the 

  in an 

 = E . c
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 infinite chain. 

can be

single domain wall 

 Using a linear 

diagonalized.

where 

wl 

w2 

 §4.2 

§4.2-1

ka) ) +/(gLpBHsine  cos  (ka))  2+ (2g,,pBHcose )2 
y

(2) 

sion relations of the propagating domain walls 

eigenfunctions T+(k) can be obtained. An 

Wt along y direction perpendicular to z -x plane 

rbing transition from the state T_(k) to the 

uating its transition probability, the ESR 

(cii) is obtained as follows; 

          22         w2I~-w1 

1

= kT,Z =1  

2 2   = (gol
BHcos e ) 

2 2   = (g,/)iBHcose ) + 

Comparison with the 

  Resonance field 

  For the external

   2/ 
        w2 — wl 2Vto 

        - 

  x eJSJe-f32E(2w 

( 

  e-2f3EJcos(2ka) and k 

 C 2gj 1 Hsin6 )2. 

 theory 

magnetic field along

2 

2

 w 

 - w
l2- w22 

w1< w < w2 )

z-axis,

(w2
2-w2) 

  1 

   (3)

the Eq. (3)
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diverges at w2= g/1U
BH. If we assign the signal to the resonance at 

W2, g//is found to be =5.33. The value is close toqr = 5 .2+0.422) 

or 4.824) deduced from the field dependence of the Raman spectrum . 

Since Eq. (3) is derived for an isolated chain , those resonant spins 

are considered to be free from the molecular field due to the neighboring 

chains. Actually in the magnetic structures of CsCoC13, a considerable 

number of chainsare not subject to the molecular field due to interchain 

interaction as listed in Table I. 

 4.2-2 Temperature dependence of absorption intensity 

          From Eq. (3), the temperature dependence of the intensity 

for H//z-axis ( chain direction ) is found to be proportional to exp(-J) 

at very low temperatures kT<<2J and exp(-J) at moderately low 

temperatures 2EJ «kT «J The difference comes from the fact that the 

domain walls with ka= 'rr/2 are more important at very low temperatures. 

The solid and dashed curves in Fig 3 show the relations I«8 exp(-8J) 

and I a ex18,19)          p(-8J) with J = 75 Krespectively_ The curves are 

normalized at 15 K for T > TN2 and at TN2 for T < TN2 because the chains 

with zero interchain molecular field have different weights in the two 

magnetic phases as given in Table I. When we use E = 0.1327,29) 

J'= 75 K, the observed temperature region lies in kT - 2EJ The present 

data show better agreement with theoretical prediction 8exp(-8J) for 

moderately low temperatures. 

          In the low temperature phase, the weight of chains with zero 

molecular field is 1.6 times as large as that in the partial disordered 

phase. But the observed ratio of intensities in the two phases which 

corresponds to the ratio of weights is = 2.7 in good agreement with 
                                        24) 

= 3.0 deduced from recent Raman scatteringThe disagreement of



        H
obs(  d ) = y1/  n0/  1/  ( gicosu ) + ( 2gisine ) ,(5) 

where H0denotes the resonance field for the magnetic field along the 

c-axis. Substituting g& = 5.33 and gL = 1 .77, the solid curve in Fig.4 

is obtained in good agreement with the experimental values . 

§4.2-4 Line shape 

         The line shape given by Eq. (3) is a 6-function peak at w
2 

for 8 =0°. For 8 0°, it has, however, an unusual asymmetry with a 

divergence at the high-frequency edge w
2 and has a discernible shoulder 

at low-frequency side, especially in the very low temperature region, 

kT «2EJ The following features may be related to the predicted line 

shape: The higher field-tail of the spectrum increases with 8 especi- 

                                                                                                                                              ° ally at low temperatures and the line is broadened remarkably at 8= 90 

The ratio of the peak-to-peak linewidth at 8= 0° and 8 = 90° amounts 

to almost =5,while dipolar broadening gives at most the ratio of 2. 

The contribution from the components lower than w2 to resonance gives 

an account of the remarkable broadening. 

§5. Analysis based on SCR 

         In the preceding section, it is shown that the experimental
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the weight ratio between the theory and the experi
ment together with 

the gradual change of intensity at T
N2 may be related to the second 

neighbor interaction and the effect of disordered chains . 

g 4.2-3 Angular dependence of resonance field 

         Since Im xYY(w) in Eq . (3) diverges at w2, the observed resonance 

 field should be close to w2 Then , the angular dependence of the 

resonance field is expressed as 

 / 72
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data can be interpreted satisfactorily in terms of ESR due to propagating 

domain walls. But we cannot exclude a priori another possible resonance 

SCR associated with a pair of domain walls In this section an analysis 

based on Shiba's theory29)is given. 

           For the evaluation of the eigenenergies of the spin-cluster 

excitations, the Hamiltonian should include an interchain interaction 

term J' in addition to the terms in Eq. (1) as 

 = 
0 +(6) 

Below TN1, the second term may be expressed in terms of the staggered 

molecular fieldh.due to interchain interaction as 
                 J 

-E 
j h. Sz = -E j (-1)j h S. ( h >0 ) (7) 

In the case of purely one-dimensional lattice or h = 0, the excited 

state levels form a continuum arround 2J, while they are split into 

discrete levels in finite h. The excited states with Sz = ± 1 are 

degenerate as far as the external magnetic field H is zero. The 

degeneracy is lifted in finite H. On the other hand, the excited 

states with Sz = 0 remain doubly degenerate even in finite H. The 

so-called Ising basis functions for Sz = ± 1 are given by 

Tl (k) =2/N E . eikRj Sj TN1 

       T3 (k) - f 2/N EJ eikRj S- Sj+1 Sj+2 'Nl ' 
                                                          (8) 

                   + (N)-1+ 
        TN-1(k) = VI2/N Ej eikRj S~ vl( Sj+2v-1Sj+2v)N1 , 

where TN1 stands for one of the two Neel states. These functions 

describe the states with a pair of domain walls. For the longitudinal
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field, using these functions the matrix elements of the excited states 

with SZ=± 1 are given apart from the common diagonal element 

( = - N{2J(1+E2) +2} ) by 

           T2v-1 (k) I X I T2v'-1 (k) > 

      r2J( 1 +3                    -2- - s2 S
v 1 ) + (2v-1)h + g&PBH for v'=v 

V1for v' = v+ 1 

                     * 
     V1for v' = v- 1 

(9) 
     V2for v` = v+ 2 

                     * 

     V2for v' = v- 2 

    ^0otherwise , 

     = cJ( 1 + e= -1 2 where V-2ika-4ika 
    1) and V22 s J ( 1+ e) Similarly, 

the even-number-magnon bound states with SZ = 0 are obtained as 

          T2v (k) IdLI T2v J (k) >

where  `Y2vare define 

T2 (k) = T. 
`Y4(k) 1-2/ 

         The above e 

because the relevan 

with different SZ d 

system can be calcu 

(.10) We evaluated 

function of H, usin

 2J( 1 +2E2-4E2 6%1,1 ) 2vhfor v' =v (10) 
the same as in Eq (9)otherwise, 

e defined as 

k) = ]2/N Ej eikRj S~S~+1 'N1 
                                                 (11)                        1 

k) =\12/N Ej eikRjRC.Sj+2vSj+2v+1 ) TN1 
                             v=0 

                                                    above expressions include up to second order terms of E 

 relevant energies are comparable with them. Since the states 

ent Sz do not mix with each other, the eigenenergies of the 

be calculated by respective diagonalizations of Egs.(9) and 

valuated the eigenenergies for h=2J', h=4J' and h=6J' as a 2c 

 H, using the values; J=75 K, E=0.13, g =5 33 and J'=0.96x10-2J.
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 Taking into consideration of the sele ction rule, the resonance 

 absorptions are expected to be observed at 3 .00. 5 53 (h=2J'), 7.25, 

 9.78 (h=4J') and 11.5, 14 0 (h=6J') in kOe . No signal is detected at 

these fields within the sensitivity of the spectrometer 

           The intensity of SCR associated with domain walls which are 

subject to the effective molecular field (h/0) varies with temperature 

as exp(-4J) in ID Ising antiferromagnet .4) The expected temperature 

dependence for the case shown by a dotted line in Fig . 3 agrees by no 

means with the experimental results . 

           In order to obtain the angular dependence of the resonance 

field, we must solve simultaneously Eqs . (9) and (10) after converting 

g,/pBH by g,,pBHcose and taking into account of the off-diagonal 

element -2gIuBHsine The results for h=2J' are shown in Fig. 5. As 
the off-diagonal elements are relatively small compared with other terms 

the angular dependence obeys the 1/cose law, 

Hobs = H0/cose(12) 

also in this case as in 1D Ising systems.6-9) It is,however, not the 

present case. 

26. Discussion 

           It is concluded from the analyses in the foregoing two sections 

that the observed resonance does not come from the spin-cluster excita-

tions but from the propagating domain walls. To the author's knowledge, 

this is the first observation of ESR due to the propagating domain walls. 

A spin-cluster excitation is associated with a pair of domain walls, 

while a single domain wall takes part in a propagating domain wall. 

Since the excess energy per wall is J, the probabilities of thermally 

activated single domain wall and spin-clusters are roughly exp(-SJ) and
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exp(-2SJ), respectively - The higher probability of the thermally 

activated single domain walls may be the reason why we could observe 

the resonance due to the propagating domain walls rather than the SCR . 

         The temperatures of measurements are neither T «2eJ/k nor 

T »2eJ/k but T=2sJ/k. The temperature dependence Sexp(-6J) which is 

valid in T»2eJ/k gives better fitting to the experimental values than 

exp(-13J) for T<< 2cJ/k. It is, however, difficult to predict exactly 

the temperature dependence in this intermediate temperature region. 

         ESR of Co2+ions dissolved dilutely in CsMgC13 gives the values 

g11 =7.211) and 7 3731) and gu_ =2.51.31) The g11 values are considerably 

higher than the present value gq=5.33. Euler and Garrett32) calculated 

gfi value of Co + ion in CsCoC13 and obtained 7 63. But the ground 

state of Co2+ion is sensitive to the surroundings since the orbital 

angular momentum is not completely quenched. The g11 value may be 

different from in concentrated and dilute systems.
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                          Figure captions 

1. The resonance spectra at various temperatures . Magnetic 

   field is applied along the c-axis . 

2. Temperature dependence of peak-to-peak height I and peak-to-peak 
PP 
   linewidth AH

pp_Lines are aid to eye only. 
3. Temperature dependence of absorption intensity Solid, dashed 

   and dotted lines represent exp (-SJ) , exp (-0) and exp (-20) 

   dependences with J=75 K, respectively 

4 Angular dependences of resonance field and linewidth at 11.9 K. 

   Solid line is calculated by Eq. (5) for gu =5.33 and g.~ =1.77 

   Dashed line is aid to eye only-

5. Angular dependence of the lowest resonance field with h=2J'
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Table I The molecular fields due 

their probability weights 
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sCoC13.
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interchain interaction and 

 the two magnetic phases of
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